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SHELTON FARM BASKETS are constructed to give years of service under constant abusive use. The quality of our genuine hand-drawn oak splints added to our years of experience in manufacturing industrial baskets guarantees that “Shelton Baskets are America’s Best.”

FARM OR POTATO PICKING BASKET
Suitable for countless farm purposes. This style of basket has three reinforcing straps riveted to the bottom and nailed into the rim. One and two bushel sizes most popular. Three to six bushel sizes available in limited quantities.

SHELTON BASKETS are resilient and can withstand rough usage, light in weight yet rugged in construction, closely woven to protect produce from being marked or falling out, weather-resistant and free from rusting, cracking or splintering.

MARKET BASKET OR ASPARAGUS PICKER
Versatile in its many uses. Reinforced straps add even greater durability. Stiff handles in four sizes. Swing handles available in Asparagus Picker size number 2.